Fully bioabsorbable natural materials based triboelectric nanogenerator
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Abstract: Implantable medical devices provide an effective therapeutic approach for neurological and cardiovascular diseases. With the development of transient electronics, a new power source with biocompatibility, controllability and bioabsorbability becomes an urgent demand for medical sciences. Here, various natural materials based fully bioabsorbable triboelectric nanogenerators (BN-TENGs) in vivo were firstly developed. The “triboelectric series” of five natural materials is firstly ranked, it provided a basic knowledge for materials selection and device design of TENGs and other energy harvesters. Various triboelectric output of these natural materials are achieved by single material and their pairwise combinations. The maximum voltage, current and power density reach up to 55 V, 0.6 μA and 21.6 mW/m², respectively. The modification of silk fibroin encapsulation film makes the operation time of BN-TENG tunable from days to weeks. After completing its function, the BN-TENG can be fully degraded and resorbed in SD rats, which avoids the second operation and other side-effect. Using the proposed BN-TENG as a voltage source, the beating rates of dysfunctional cardiomyocyte clusters are accelerated, the consistency of cell contraction is improved. It provides a new and valid solution to treat some heart diseases, such as bradycardia and arrhythmia.

1. Introduction

Ever-increasing neurological and cardiovascular diseases required innovation and development of implantable medical devices (IMDs). These devices mainly include sensors, gastric and cardiac pacemakers, cardioverter defibrillators and stimulators for deep brain, nerve or bone. Long-term in
*vivo* diagnosis and therapy have a very high demand on the high reliability, good biocompatibility, minimal toxicity, and miniaturization of the IMDs components. The power sources of most existing IMDs rely on rechargeable or non-rechargeable batteries.\[^{8-10}\] However, the internal heat, capacity loss and battery failure are the common problems of this kind of power source. Once these batteries finished their mission, the patients had to undergo a second operation to remove them and bear considerable financial burdens as well as severe pains. Therefore, it is urgent to develop a new method to bypass these obstacles and avoid risks of infection and inflammation under long-term implantation.\[^{11-16}\]

Recently, triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) has been proposed and proved to be effective in converting ambient mechanical energy to electrical energy.\[^{17-20}\] The conversion mechanism depends on the coupling between triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction. This emerging technology provided an alternative solution for battery-less electronic devices. Previous researches demonstrated that the TENGs have superior performance in converting biomechanical energy, such as heartbeat, respiratory motion, limb movements and pulse pulsation.\[^{21-26}\] The converted electrical energy were succeeded in cardiac pacemaker, health monitoring, cell and tissue engineering.\[^{26-31}\] Zheng et al has reported the first fully biodegradable TENG consisted of artificial synthetic polymers (PLGA, PHBV and PCL) in 2016,\[^{31}\] which can be purchased from companies. However, these commercial polymers usually have a high price and contain potentially harmful chemicals. Compared with these synthetic polymers, natural polymers received increasing attention for their low cost, easy availability, renewability, and good biocompatibility.\[^{32-35}\] These features endow them with wide application in biomedical fields, such as drug delivery, absorbable suture, vascular scaffold.\[^{36-41}\] These natural bioresorbable polymers (NBPs) mainly include cellulose, chitin, silk fibroin (SF), rice paper (RP), egg white (EW) and so on. These materials possess advantages of excellent biodegradability, easy processability and good film-forming property, which make them suitable for TENG components for *in vivo* applications.

Herein, using the above-mentioned natural biodegradable materials, various fully bioresorbable natural materials-based TENGs (BN-TENGs) were developed. Compared with previous reported
TENGs,\textsuperscript{[31-35]} this work firstly fabricated fully \textit{in vivo} absorbable BN-TENGs using five natural materials. A comprehensive research of “triboelectric series” of these materials was firstly conducted by pairwise combinations test, which greatly promoted the development of natural materials applied in TENG and other triboelectric devices. The operation time of BN-TENG \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} was tuned by encapsulation of silk fibroin film from days to weeks. Using the proposed BN-TENG as a voltage source to power an electrical stimulation system \textit{in vitro}, the function of isolated dysfunctional cardiomyocyte clusters was successfully regulated. The beating rates of cardiomyocyte clusters were accelerated, and the consistency of contraction was improved. The therapeutic efficacy of BN-TENG on dysfunctional cardiomyocytes provided a new and valid solution to treat some heart diseases, such as bradycardia and arrhythmia. After completing its function, the BN-TENG can be fully degraded and resorbed in SD rats. Considering its controllability, bioabsorbability, low cost and easy availability, this proposed BN-TENG has a great application potential as a bioabsorbable power source for future transient electronics and IMDs.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Structure Diagram and Basic Performance of BN-TENG

As shown in Figure 1a, all the polymeric components of BN-TENGs originated from nature, including cellulose, chitin, RP, SF and EW. Cellulose can be prepared from wood and cotton; chitin can be extracted from shells of crab and shrimp; RP usually comes from wheat, corn and rice; and EW and SF can be collected from egg and cocoon, respectively. The as-prepared BN-TENG consisted of NBPs and magnesium (Mg) electrodes with a vertical contact-separation mode (Figure 1b). Any two different NBPs (NBP1 and NBP2) from chitin, cellulose, SF, RP, and EW could act as friction layers, and the ultrathin Mg films served as the back electrodes. The friction surface of NBPs was treated with inductively coupled plasma-reactive ion etching (ICP) to form nanostructure arrays to enlarge the effective contact area and enhance the contact electrification. The obtained nanostructure arrays were dense and homogeneous, with an average height of about 100 nm (Figure 1c and d). Two NBP spacers
were placed between the friction layers to separate them effectively. The SF films served as encapsulation layers to protect BN-TENG from external environment (Figure 1b).

When we chose SF and RP as the friction layers for an example, the fabricated BN-TENG showed the maximum output voltage and current values of 34 V and 0.32 µA, respectively (Figure 1e and f). When the measurement instrument was reversely connected to BN-TENG, the output voltage and current signals were correspondingly inversed, which indicated that the signals were generated by the BN-TENG (Figure 1g and h). The effective output power of the BN-TENG was evaluated by monitoring the voltage and current with variable load resistances ranging from 1 KΩ to 1 GΩ (Figure 1i). The current amplitude decreased with the increasing of load resistance due to the ohmic loss, while the voltage followed a reverse trend, and an optimized power density of 21.6 mW/m² was achieved with a load resistance of about 67 MΩ (Figure 1j). The inset in Figure 1j demonstrated that ten commercial green LEDs can be instantaneously lit up by the BN-TENG. These LEDs were directly powered by pressing and releasing the BN-TENG without external power supply. It showed that the as-fabricated BN-TENG can convert ambient mechanical energy into electrical energy effectively and power other electronic devices.
2.2. Biocompatibility Evaluation of the Five Selected NBPs

Biocompatibility is one of the essential requirements for implantable devices, which largely dependents on the encapsulation strategy and component materials. In this paper, five NBPs were
processed into thin films and evaluated the biocompatibility by L929 cells. These NBPs were prepared to thin films of 1 cm × 2 cm in size and 100 μm in thickness, which showed an excellent film-forming ability. All these films possessed a certain degree of transparency and flexibility (Figure 2a and Figure S1). The relatively rough surfaces of the NBP films also contributed to cell attachment and proliferation on their surface (Figure S2). The viability of L929 cells on five films were studied by MTT assay (Figure 2b). The optical density (OD) values of the control groups at 1 d, 2 d and 3 d were set as 1 and selected as the reference value for other corresponding experimental groups. After incubation for 1 d, the relative viability of L929 cells on five films were all higher than 95%. After incubation for 2 d and 3 d, the relative viability of L929 cells on five films were all higher than 96%. Statistical results also showed in Figure 2b. These results demonstrated that the L929 cells cultured on these films can grow and proliferate without obvious stagnation, which proved that these five NBPs had non-toxic essentially.

To further investigate the attachment, proliferation and morphology of L929 cells on these NBP films, immunofluorescence staining was carried out at 1 d, 2 d and 3 d, respectively (Figure 2c). After culturing for 24 h, L929 cells with a low density showed good attachment and cellular morphology as single cells (1 d in Figure 2c). After incubation for 2 d and 3 d, the L929 cells obviously reached high cellular density and showed a good filamentous, stretched morphology (2 d, 3 d in Figure 2c). Some cell clusters appeared and even formed a confluent cell monolayer (3 d in Figure 2c). The results coincided with those of MTT assay, which indicated that L929 cells showed good attachment, spreading and growth on these films. It demonstrated that the five NBPs are biocompatible and non-toxic, which can guarantee the biosecurity of the implanted BN-TENG.
Figure 2. (a) Film pictures of RP, chitin, cellulose, SF and EW. (b) MTT assays of L929 cells on NBP films for 3 days. All the data are presented as the means ± SD. P-values are calculated by *P<0.05, **P<0.01, NS = non significant. (c) Immunofluorescent staining of L929 cells cultured on NBP films. Scale bar: 50 µm.

2.3. Working Principle and Electrical Output of BN-TENG with Different Pairwise Combinations

The as-fabricated BN-TENG (Figure S3 and S4) converted mechanical energy to electricity with a contact and separation mode. The coupling of triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction between friction layers generates an alternating flow of electrons between two back electrodes.\[42-43\] As shown in Figure 3a, when an external force brought the friction layers into physical contact between top and bottom surfaces, oppositely charged surfaces were created for the different electron affinity of NBPs (original and pressed in Figure 3a). Once the external force disappeared, the friction layers were
separated by the spacers and a potential drop between the back electrodes impelled the free electrons transferred from one electrode to the other electrode to balance the electrostatic field (releasing in Figure 3a). When the gap increased from minimum to maximum, the potential drop stemmed from triboelectric charges disappeared gradually (released in Figure 3a). When the external force brought the friction layers into contact again, the induced electrons will flow back and created a reverse current (pressing in Figure 3a). The periodic contact and separation of friction layers resulted in an AC output signal in the external circuit.

In order to quantify the electrical output performance of BN-TENG, the “triboelectric series” of the five NBP films were ranked basing on their abilities of gaining or losing electrons. A Kapton film was selected as the reference friction layer of TENG in all pairwise combinations. The quantity of transferred charges between the NBP films and Kapton film were recorded in Figure 3b. The pair combination of EW and Kapton showed the maximum transferred charges (12 nC), RP and Kapton presented the minimum transferred charges (5.5 nC). According to the difference in transferred charges, the triboelectric series of the five NBP films was defined as EW > SF > Chitin > Cellulose > RP from positive to negative (Figure 3b). Then various BN-TENGs were assembled basing on the triboelectric series above. With different pairwise combinations, the as-fabricated BN-TENG achieved a wide range of tunable output performance for \( V_{oc} \) from 8 V to 55 V and \( I_{sc} \) from 0.08 \( \mu \)A to 0.6 \( \mu \)A (Figure 3c and Figure S5). The low current can be attributed to the small size (1cm × 2cm) of BN-TENG and low beating frequency of linear motor. These results indicated that the BN-TENG can satisfy a wide range of electrical output requirements, such as different voltages for bioelectric stimulation or powering different energy consumption devices.
Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram that illustrates the working principle of BN-TENG with the vertical contact-separation mode. (b) Relative ability ranking of gaining or losing electrons of five NBP films. The Kapton film served as the reference friction layer in all pairwise combinations. (c) The output performances of BN-TENGs with different pairwise combinations. Above: open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$). Below: short current ($I_{sc}$).

2.4. Controllability and Biodegradability Evaluation of BN-TENG

According to previous reports, methanol can transform the molecular structure of SF from random coil into β-sheet conformation, which contributes to strengthening the resistance of BN-TENG to PBS and body fluid.\textsuperscript{[48-50]} To achieve a controllable operation time of BN-TENG in SD rats, untreated SF (U-SF) and methanol treated SF (M-SF) films were prepared as encapsulation.
layers, respectively, for BN-TENGs (Figure S6). The biodegradability and bioabsorbability of the BN-TENGs were studied in vitro (Figure 4a and c) and in vivo (Figure 4b and d).

As shown in Figure 4a and c, the BN-TENGs encapsulated with U-SF and M-SF films kept structural integrity in PBS at 1 d. After 7 days, the integral structure of U-SF encapsulated BN-TENG swelled and wrinkled due to the fracture of polymer backbone. Mg electrodes were totally corroded by PBS due to water infiltration. After 21 days, about one fourth of the BN-TENG disappeared due to structural cracking. When the BN-TENG was immersed in PBS for a longer time, rapid autocatalytic hydrolysis and bulk degradation happened (42 days), and the integral structure degraded and dissolved into PBS (84 days). By comparison, the degradation rate of M-SF encapsulated BN-TENG was much slower in PBS. It kept structural integrity until 42 days. An obvious shape deformation formed after 84 days. These results indicated that M-SF films can significantly protect the BN-TENG from hydrolysis and inhibit its degradation in PBS.

As shown in Figure 4b and d, both U-SF and M-SF encapsulated BN-TENGs in vivo kept structural integrity at 1 day. The U-SF encapsulated BN-TENG swelled and wrinkled under the fracture of polymer backbone. Some gaps formed at the edges of BN-TENG at 7 days. After 21 days, the U-SF encapsulated BN-TENG in vivo was disintegrated into two parts, which can be attributed to the impact of the metabolism of the SD rat, the surrounding fibrous tissue around the BN-TENG and the daily running of SD rat itself. After 42 days and 84 days, the cracked parts of BN-TENG degraded and absorbed by the SD rat. By comparison, the degradation rate of M-SF encapsulated BN-TENG in vivo was much slower. It kept structural integrity until 42 days. An obvious shape deformation formed until 84 days, which showed that the M-SF films can also slow down the degradation rate of BN-TENG effectively in vivo. All the results above proved that the BN-TENG has a good biodegradability in vitro and in vivo. The degradation rate of BN-TENG in vitro and in vivo can be controlled effectively by modifying SF encapsulation layers, which provided a guidance to design the implantable BN-TENG for short-term and long-term applications. Additionally, considering the practical application in future, the flexibility and robustness of the whole device could be further
improved by new material selection, structure design or chemical/physical modification to enhance the resistance of BN-TENG to biological environment.

Figure 4. In vitro biodegradation simulation of BN-TENG encapsulated with (a) U-SF films and (c) M-SF films in PBS at 37 °C. In vivo biodegradation of BN-TENG encapsulated with (b) U-SF films and (d) M-SF films in SD rats. All the images in (b) and (d) were reconstructed from micro-CT system and processed with pseudcolor technology.

2.5. In Vivo Output Performance and Histologic Evaluation of BN-TENG

For proving the as-fabricated BN-TENGs were capable of converting biomechanical energy to electrical energy in a living body, BN-TENGs (SF/RP) encapsulated with U-SF and M-SF films were implanted in the dorsal subcutaneous region of SD rats (Figure 5a and S7). All the implantation
operations were performed strictly in accordance to “Beijing Administration Rule of Laboratory Animals” and the national standard “Laboratory Animal Requirements of Environment and Housing Facilities (GB 14925-2001).” The wound was instantly sutured after implantation. After 8 weeks, the wound healed well and showed no obvious infection and inflammation. The in vivo electrical output performance of BN-TENGs were measured at different time. As shown in Figure 5b-d, an M-SF encapsulated BN-TENG was implanted in dorsal subcutaneous region of an SD rat. The SD rat was performed euthanasia after 13 weeks, and its subcutaneous tissue containing residual BN-TENG at the implantation site was taken for histological study. The hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained histologic section showed that some residues (blue arrow) of BN-TENG existed between the subcutaneous layer and the muscle layer (Figure 5e). The residues were surrounded by small amounts of fibrous tissue and macrophages. Some regenerated normal tissues containing macrophages (green arrow) formed in the gaps between residues. No neutrophile granulocyte and obvious inflammation were observed, revealing good in vivo biocompatibility and bioabsorbability of the BN-TENG.

The electrical output of BN-TENGs were recorded throughout the in vivo implantation (Figure 5f, h, i). As for M-SF encapsulated BN-TENG, the output voltage decreased from 4.5 V to 1.2 V at the 11th day. It can be ascribed to the constraint of the surrounding fibrous capsule around the BN-TENG, the swelling wrinkles of encapsulation layer and the decline of mechanical property of friction layers (Figure 5f, h). Although the swelling encapsulation layer would restrict the contact and separation of BN-TENG, no body fluid permeation occurred between the friction layers. The output performance of BN-TENG was weakened with the time of implantation. The electrode wires fell off from Mg back electrodes after 4 weeks, indicating that the body fluid had permeated into the encapsulation layers and corroded back electrodes of Mg. Compared with U-SF films, the M-SF films can not only keep a good structural integrity, but also a slow mass loss for a relatively long time (Figure 5g). This feature made M-SF encapsulated BN-TENG achieve a long-term operation time.

The electrical output performance of U-SF encapsulated BN-TENG was also evaluated with a short-term operation time (Figure 5f, i). Compared with M-SF encapsulated BN-TENG, the U-SF
encapsulated BN-TENG exhibited a rapid degradation behavior. The in vivo output voltage decreased rapidly from 3 V to 0.6 V within 24 hours (Figure 5f, i). After 72 hours, the in vivo electrical output was completely destroyed. The reason is probably that with the hydrolysis of encapsulation layer, the triboelectric effect of BN-TENG was damaged due to the body fluid permeation. The in vitro biodegradation test also showed a rapid mass loss for U-SF encapsulated BN-TENG (Figure 5g). Only 37.5% of the initial mass was remained at the 7th day because of the fast dissolution and hydrolysis of U-SF layers and Mg electrodes. This resulted in the destruction of structural integrity and significant electrical output loss of BN-TENG in a short time.

The results above demonstrated that the BN-TENG has good biocompatibility and bioabsorbability. The as-fabricated BN-TENG can effectively convert biomechanical energy to electrical energy in vivo with a controllable operation time. The operation time of BN-TEG can be effectively modulated by modifying the SF encapsulation layers for long-term and short-term applications. After finishing its work, the BN-TENG can be degraded and resorbed by SD rats.
Figure 5. (a) Implantation schematic of the BN-TENG. (b) Picture of an M-SF encapsulated BN-TENG. (c) Initial state of the implantation site after suture. (d) Recovery of implantation site after 8 weeks. (e) H&E stained histologic section at the implantation site of the SD rat. The red dot line marks the boundary between BN-TENG residues and subcutaneous tissue. The blue arrow indicates the degradation residues of the BN-TENG. The green arrow indicates the regenerated normal tissue containing macrophages around the BN-TENG residues. (f) In vivo output voltage of U-SF and M-SF encapsulated BN-TENGs in SD rats. (g) In vitro mass variation of U-SF and M-SF encapsulated BN-TENG as a function of immersion time in PBS at 37 °C. (h, i) In vivo electrical output of M-SF and U-SF encapsulated BN-TENG at different implantation time, respectively.
2.6. BN-TENG Powered Electrical Stimulation on Cardiomyocyte Clusters

The electrical stimulation in tissue engineering offers a promising route for cell regulation and tissue repairing. A variety of researches proved its feasibility and effectiveness in clinical and research settings. Herein, the electrical output of BN-TENG featured relative high voltage and low current, which were propitious to the electric stimulation in biomedical field. In order to demonstrate the practicability of utilizing BN-TENG for regulating the beatings of cardiomyocyte clusters, the as-fabricated BN-TENG and interdigital electrode were integrated into a self-powered stimulation system. As shown in Figure 6a, the stimulation system consisted of a BN-TENG, a rectifier and a micro-gapped interdigital electrode. The interdigital electrode was packaged with a thin polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film of 50 μm thick to avoid electrochemical reaction between electrodes and culture medium (Figure 6c). The rectified output voltage of 18 V produced by BN-TENG was connected to the interdigital electrodes to form a direct current electric field (DC-FE) (Figure 6a and b). Considering the thickness of PDMS package layer, the actual EF strength at the interface between the cardiomyocytes and device was about 8 V/cm, which was calculated by finite element simulation (Figure S8).

Then the primary cardiomyocytes were seeded on the surface of the interdigital electrodes. According to previous report, the cardiomyocytes can generate electrical interconnections via gap junction proteins (i.e., connexin) that mediate intercellular communication. During the incubation, the seeded cardiomyocytes interconnected with each other and formed isolated cardiomyocyte clusters in electrode gap (Figure 6d). After incubation for 48 hours, the cardiomyocyte clusters (C1, C2, C3 and C4 in Figure 6d) beat slowly with a long pause (Supplementary Video) before the electrical stimulation. The contraction of cardiomyocytes in clusters is weak and inactive, especially the cardiomyocytes in C2 and C3. Then, the cardiomyocyte clusters were continuously stimulated for 30 min at 1 Hz with the DC-EF from BN-TENG.
After the electrical stimulation with BN-TENG, the beating rates of the four cardiomyocyte clusters accelerated significantly. The cardiomyocytes in clusters become more vigorous (Supplementary Video). Specifically, taking cardiomyocyte cluster in C1 as the example, the average pause time between two beating cycles of the cardiomyocyte cluster was greatly reduced from 1.382 s to 0.606 s after stimulation (Figure 6e). Furthermore, the average contraction time in one cycle was also reduced from 0.320 s to 0.240 s in C1 (Figure 6f). The beating rate of the cardiomyocyte cluster increased significantly after the stimulation. Figure 6g summarized the beating rates of the four cardiomyocyte clusters before and after the stimulation by DC-EF from BN-TENG. It showed that the beating rates of the four clusters increased tremendously after the stimulation, especially for C2 and C3. The beating rates of cardiomyocyte clusters in C2 and C3 increased by about 8.8 times.

Moreover, according to the statistical results, reflecting dispersion of these cardiomyocyte clusters before and after the stimulation (Supplementary Table 1), the coefficient of variation before the stimulation was 0.81, which was about 2.6 times that after the stimulation. This means that the variation of beating rates of the four cardiomyocyte clusters decreased significantly after the stimulation by DC-EF from BN-TENG. The beating rates tend to be more uniform between each cardiomyocyte cluster and keep consistent after the EF stimulation. The reason was probably that the electrical stimulation enhanced the intercellular communication and reestablished the contractile function of the dysfunctional cardiomyocyte clusters, which was supported by previous literatures.51-54 This BN-TENG integrated self-powered stimulation system can be directly utilized to coordinate and repair the abnormal cardiomyocytes. It may provide a new and valid solution to treat some heart diseases, such as bradycardia and arrhythmia. It is also potentially used for rebuilding myocardial tissues in vivo.
Figure 6. (a) Schematic diagram of the stimulation system. (b) Rectified electrical output of BN-TENG. (c) Optical image (left) and magnified image (right) of the interdigital electrode. Scale bar: 300 μm. (d) Microscopic image of cardiomyocytes cultured on the surface of the interdigital electrode. The red circles (C1, C2, C3 and C4) represent four different cardiomyocyte clusters. (e) Pause time between two adjacent beating cycles of cardiomyocyte cluster in C1 before and after the stimulation. (f) Active time for one beating cycle of cardiomyocyte cluster in C1 before and after the stimulation. (g) Beating rates of the four cardiomyocyte clusters (C1, C2, C3 and C4) before and after the stimulation. The beating rate refers to the beating times of cardiomyocyte cluster in one minute.
3. Conclusion

In summary, we developed fully bioabsorbable BN-TENGs in vivo using five natural materials, including chitin, cellulose, SF, RP, and EW. The “triboelectric series” of these materials was ranked for the first time, that is, EW > SF > Chitin > Cellulose > RP from positive to negative. It provided a basic knowledge for TENG design using natural materials. The operation time of BN-TENG in vivo and in vitro was modulated from days to weeks by modification of SF encapsulation film. A wide range of electric output of BN-TENGs were generated for $V_{oc}$ from 8 V to 55 V and $I_{sc}$ from 0.08 µA to 0.6 µA, respectively. Using the BN-TENG as a power source, the beating rates of dysfunctional cardiomyocyte clusters were accelerated, the consistency of cell contraction was improved, which provided a new and valid solution to treat some heart diseases, such as bradycardia and arrhythmia. After completing its function, the proposed BN-TENG can be fully degraded and absorbed in SD rats. Allowing for its impressing in vitro and in vivo electrical output, good biocompatibility, tunable biodegradability and bioabsorbability, the BN-TENG proposed in this work has a great potential as a power source for transient electronics and bioresorbable IMDs in the future.
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4. Experimental Section
**Preparation of SF film:** Raw silk was immersed in Na₂CO₃ aqueous solution, boiled for 30 min, and thoroughly rinsed with substantial deionized (DI) water. The obtained degummed silk (6.5 wt%) was dissolved in the CaCl₂/ethanol aqueous solution system with vigorous stirring at 78 ℃. Subsequently, the obtained homogeneous solution was filtered with a millipore filter (0.22 µm), dialyzed against DI water using a dialysis tubing (3.5K MWCO), and further freeze-dried for 48 h to obtain pure solid SF. Then, a certain amount of the solid SF was dissolved in hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) solution (1 g mL⁻¹). Some of the as-prepared solution was added into a teflon flat dish, put in a fume cupboard, and air-dried at room temperature for 12 h.

**Preparation of RP film:** The rice paper was purchased and used directly without further treatment.

**Preparation of EW film:** Egg white solution was coated on a SF membrane substrate, and then heated at 60 ℃, until solidification.

**Preparation of Chitin film:** The purified chitin powders (6 wt%) were dispersed into the NaOH/urea aqueous solution. After frozen treatment, the mixture was vigorously stirred to form a homogeneous solution. The obtained solution was centrifuged to eliminate bubbles, coated on a glass plate and then immersed into ethanol solution. The obtained chitin gel was thoroughly rinsed with substantial DI water and air-dried at room temperature for 24h.

**Preparation of Cellulose film:** The cellulose fibers (5 wt%) were added into the NaOH/urea aqueous solution system. After frozen treatment, the mixture was vigorously stirred to form a homogeneous solution. The obtained solution was centrifuged to eliminate bubbles, coated on a glass plate, and then immersed into ethanol solution. The obtained cellulose gel was thoroughly rinsed with substantial DI water and air-dried at room temperature for 24h.

**Fabrication of BNTENG based on SF and RP films:** The as-prepared SF film was treated with ICP technology to obtain the nanostructures on its surface. Then the flat surface of SF film was sputtered with a thin magnesium (General Research Institute of Nonferrous Metals, Beijing, China) layer as the back electrode. The RP film was also sputtered with the back electrode. Then the two films were
assembled together with two spacers between them. Finally, two lead wires were connected to the back electrodes, respectively. BN-TENGs with other pairwise NBP combinations shared the same fabrication method.

**Cell culture:** The as-prepared films above were fixed on the surface of glass slices, sterilized and placed into a 24-well culture plate. The L929 cells (1×10⁴ cells/well) were seeded on the surfaces of these films and cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. The L929 cells were incubated in an cell incubator with a humidity atmosphere containing 5% CO₂ at 37 °C for 24h, 48h and 72h, respectively.

**MTT assay:** Cell viability and proliferation were assessed by MTT assay. Briefly, 100 µl of MTT assay solution (5 mg/ml) was added into each well, and the cells were kept still for 4h at 37 °C. After removing the supernatant, 200 µl of dimethyl sulfoxide was used to dissolve the generated MTT formazan for 2h at room temperature. Optical densities were characterized at 570 nm using a spectrophotometer (BioTek, Synergy HTX).

**Fluorescence staining:** The cellular F-actin cytoskeleton and nucleus were stained with red-fluorescent Alexa Fluor 594 phalloidin and blue-fluorescent DAPI, respectively. The cultured L929 cells were stained following a standard protocol. Briefly, cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for three times, fixed with paraformaldehyde (4 %) in PBS for 15 min at room temperature, permeabilized with 0.1% TritonX-100 in PBS, and further incubated with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS. Subsequently, Phalloidin and DAPI stain solutions were successively added. Finally, the stained cells were characterized using a confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica, SP8).

**Fabrication process of SF layers used in in vivo degradation for micro-CT imaging:** BaSO₄ nanoparticles were utilized as the radiopaque contrast medium in X-ray micro-CT imaging and uniformly distributed into SF films to form the BaSO₄/SF composite films. In detail, the BaSO₄
nanoparticles (4 wt%) were added in the SF HFIP solution, and then treated with ultrasonication for 10 min. The obtained mixed solution was added into a teflon flat dish, and air-dried at room temperature for 12 h.

Fabrication process of M-SF films: One surface of the SF film was sprayed with anhydrous methanol for four times. The interval time of adjacent sprayings was 2 min. The as-prepared films were defined as M-SF films. The SF films that were not treated with anhydrous methanol were defined as U-SF films. The as-prepared SF films with an M-SF surface and a U-SF surface were used as the encapsulation layers for BN-TENG.

In vitro electrical measurement of BN-TENG: The electrical properties of BN-TENG were mechanically measured with a liner motor system that applied a periodical compressive force at a frequency of 1 Hz. The resulting applied strain on the BN-TENG was about 0.06% by calculation. The output $V_{oc}$ was characterized with a digital oscilloscope (Teledyne LeCroy, HDO6104). The output $I_{sc}$ and the quantity of transferred charges were both measured by using an electrometer (Keithley, 6517B).

In vivo implantation and electrical measurement of BN-TENG: Before the implantation operation, the BN-TENGs and all surgical instruments were sterilized by $^{60}$Co-Gamma-ray irradiation and autoclaving methods. The SD rats were anaesthetized with the intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium (30 mg/kg). The as-sterilized BN-TENGs were implanted into the subcutaneous region of the SD rats. When electrical signals were measured, an external force by a slight finger tap was performed on the skin of the implantation site to drive the implanted BN-TENG. The output performance was characterized with a digital oscilloscope.

Fabrication of electric stimulation system: Au interdigital electrodes were prepared on the quartz glass substrate by photolithography and magnetron sputtering methods. The space between two adjacent electrodes was 500 µm. The BN-TENG was connected to the interdigital electrodes using a rectifier.
bridge. The as-prepared interdigital electrodes were then encapsulated with a thin PDMS film to isolate itself from the culture medium.

**Stimulation of cardiomyocyte clusters:** The stimulation system was sterilized and placed into a petri dish. The primary cardiomyocytes were extracted from neonatal Sprague Dawley (SD) rats (1 to 3 days old) and seeded on the surface of the stimulation device. The culture medium consisted of DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. The cardiomyocytes were incubated in an incubator with a humidity atmosphere containing 5% CO₂ at 37 °C for 48 h. The rectified EF of BN-TENG was applied on the cultured cardiomyocytes for 30 min. The beating rates of the cardiomyocytes were recorded by an inverted phase contrast microscope with a charge coupled device (CCD) camera system before and after the electrical stimulation.

**Statistical analysis:** The data were present as the mean ± SD (standard deviation), with a group size: n ≥ 3. A two-tailed unpaired t-test was used to calculate the P-values. Statistical significance was accepted at *P* < 0.05, **P** < 0.01, ***P** < 0.001.
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